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USE REVIT CLOUD & 3DSMAX 
TO CREATE A TANGIBLE 
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE 

IN UNITY
DESIGN STRATEGIES, 

INTEROPERABILITY WORKFLOWS, 

AND

A MORE INCLUSIVE COLLABORATION PROCESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to Learning How to use Cloud sharing in Revit & 3Ds Max to create a tangible immersive experience in UnityWe will be looking at Design Strategies, Interoperability workflows, and how to establish a more inclusive collaboration process. 



FELIX CAMBOU BIM & Creative Technology Specialist

• 10 years of experience in BIM management & 
coordination

• 20 years of experience in 3d technology 

• Founded and operated Monumental Design Studio 
prior to joining Microdesk

• Experience in using 3D solutions, visual scripting, & 
collaborative technology to help many in the AEC 
industry. Reducing time, making more informed 
decisions, and building intelligent systems based on 
logic-based nodes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Felix CambouAnd I am a BIM & Creative Technology Specialist for Microdesk



WHAT WE ARE 
GOING TO DISCUSS 

• Create a fully immersive VR 
experience

• Leverage existing technology
• Tangible workflow enhancement
• Gaming technology
• Reach a larger audience to 

broaden your visibility
• Celebrate your distinctiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today (click) We are going to look at the process used to create a fully immersive VR experience with your AEC projects. (Click) The emphasis will be on how to leverage your existing technology & workflows so that it can be a tangible enhancement, instead of a complete upending procedure. (Click) With a small learning curve, we can use gaming technology to reach a larger audience that will broaden your visibility and celebrate your distinctiveness. 



WHO DOES THIS PRESENTATION APPLY TO?

Everyone involved on 
an AEC project

Designers
Managers

Content 
Creators

IT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So who does this apply to?(Click) This presentation will apply to anyone involved on an AEC project, from managers to content creators, and from IT to designers. No matter what your role is on a VR project, being aware of the big picture will help you succeed.  



SETTING YOUR PATH TO SUCCESS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you are planning out the schedule for the big unveiling, you want to give yourself the ability to respond to unexpected challenges. You may start off with the goal of creating a full on, walk around game, with special effects, and interactive objects. However, due to unscheduled events, distracted designers, or maybe another project requires All-Hands-On-Deck, the project could fail. If you set up the project correctly, you can easily pivot to a different outcome that is just as impactful.I like to keep a pie in the sky goal to increase excitement and nurture innovation, but it’s important to bake into your calculation a plan B when things go sideways. I don’t think I’ve ever seen a design team finish on time. 



UNDERSTANDING THE 
END USERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I always start off by working backwards from the end goal. What type of devices are you going to have? Depending on the answer, that might completely change the project.If you’re trying to reach a huge audience, a lot of people won’t have access to high end equipment. (Click) That means you’ll need to keep the game size & processing power extremely low. You might also consider hosting the game online so that they don’t need to do any downloading and they can view it on any device. Some companies will setup a space capable of a plug and play virtual game. (Click) This however requires a huge system with expensive graphic capabilities and installing built in sensors with a wire to the headset. Or maybe (Click) you are anticipating an Oculus only audience. I chose this because it’s only 300 dollars, my computer graphics are terrible,  and it’s wireless with everything built into the headset. 



Revit 3Ds Max

UNDERSTANDING YOUR OWN RESOURCES

ACC

BIM 360

Revit Cloud
Worksharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you already have the AEC Collection, you might as well use the best programs to get you there. In terms of training hours, it’s always beneficial to spend the time to get your entire production staff at 100% proficiency with Revit, but you only need to know maybe 10% of 3Ds Max to use it for this process. I know a lot of companies that let Max collect dust because they are intimidated by what it can do, even though 3Ds Max can provide so many solutions. (Click) Another big mistake I see is when managers refuse to use BIM 360. The team will jump through hoops, printing, preparing, and wasting a lot of time trying to convert a perfectly executed 3D model into a stagnant, instantly outdated, document. The technology is already here for all stakeholders to be involved at every level of the process. 



DOUBLE UP AND MERGE YOUR EFFORTS
Final Rendering

VR Design Review VR Coordination & Meeting

Bids & Conceptual Design Modeling Aid

100% DD50% DD 50% CD100% SD

A A B A A B A A BA BAB

Pre-construction  100% CD

Massing, Scale, & Zones

SketchUp Rhinoceros Revit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make this a part of your Design Phase workflow. Consolidate programs to ones that are useful for multiple outcomes. All the time spent massing in one program, then re-modeling in others, is a terrible waste of time. I know everyone has grown accustomed to their own tools, but this industry’s greatest challenge right now is convincing people to use tools that will benefit everyone on the team. Breaking habits and challenging your comfort level will only result in positive gains. When it comes to Architecture & Construction, (Click) as an expert in SketchUp, Rhino, and Revit, I know that if someone already has the skill to model in each of these, you will always produce a building faster in Revit than the other programs. If you choose to model in Revit from the beginning of SD, you now have the foundation to take that initial design into DD & CD. Then with 3Ds Max you can directly link the model from Revit for a clean transfer. 



CONTINGENCY PLAN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By using Revit & 3Ds Max, you will have the ability to pivot your efforts on the fly. From 3Ds max (Click) you have the option to export those assets to a huge list of programs and file types. You can also create your high-end renderings directly in the program with the Arnold renderer. The Unity game experience is sort of the carrot down the road. If you run out of time to do that, (Click) having the direct link from Revit to 3Ds Max, will give you that flexible contingency plan. (Click) Revit’s adaptive modeling tool can create fantastic shapes, but 3Ds Max will always push it further. Max can quickly model complex elements that have clean model integrity, which can be properly consumed by receiving programs. (Click) I’ve made crazy baroque designs in Revit that look beautiful on sheets but are completely unusable in any other program. I would show you images, but I’m prevented from sharing those with you due to various NDA’s, however, if you ever need a bedazzled pumpkin modeled in Revit, remember that it is doable. (Click) Another great aspect of Max is that you can add motion to your work. The more you develop this process the more interactive assets you will start to make; opening doors, custom buttons, CFD airflow diagrams, character rigs, and so on. 






WHY GO WITH UNITY VS PLUGINS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use other visualizer plugins with our clients all the time. They are still an important enhancement to our projects; however, they restrict your experiences to a single output, with limited customization. Plus, the virtual environments require equipment that is hard wired to a very expensive computer. (Click) With Unity, we can export the executable directly into a totally portable headset. No wires required. When it comes to game engines, there is also no limit on our creative output. It gives us a vast choice of project types to develop:(Click) Customizable buttons(Click) Visualizing Passive energy solutionsOr even giving us the ability to have X-Ray vision through subterranean piping systemsImagine having multiple project types, each one specific to the phase you’re in, prepackaged and ready to receive any 3D model.






LET’S WALK THROUGH THE TIMELINE

Coordination

3D Modeling

Interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s walk through the general timeline for a VR project



BIM 360
Coordination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CoordinationWe start off the project hitting the ground early, giving everyone access to BIM 360, and making sure everyone is comfortable with the tools.(Click) We show everyone how to navigate across the website(Click) Explain the folder structure and file sharing process(Click) Then we show examples of how to open-up all file types, adjust visibility settings, create markups, & compare versions.(Click) It’s also good to make sure every Revit user is aware of the publishing settings  so that it is as comfortable for managers or reviewers to use it on all devices: Computers, ipads, phones, etc.



EVERY MEETING CENTERS 
AROUND THE CLOUD Coordination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every meeting should center around the cloudMarkups are done in real timeWe assign tasks to people and create lists on the callWe set expectations early on with time estimatesMake sure every stakeholder is a part of the process. Do everything you can to keep everyone communicating without the fear of saying something wrong. Be more open with all stakeholders in the working process instead of waiting until things are presentable. 



AUTODESK 
DESKTOP CONNECTOR Coordination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use the Autodesk Desktop Connector for every shared fileIt’s so much easier to keep everything in one locationRevit has the cloud syncing capabilityFor all the other file types you can only have one person using it at the same time. So split those tasks accordingly. In most cases we are sharing linked assets and not opening the file directly.You can also create a central receptacle file that links to several satellite files.



SHARED COORDINATES
3D Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3D ModelingWhen multiple programs and files are used:It is Paramount to set a clear 0,0,0 and orientation, in all programs, before anything is built.Normally I start off by creating the levels and project basepoint in Revit.(Click) Then I create a simple cube with walls and floors. To be exported into as many 3D file types as possible, CAD, FBX, detached Revit. Then I import that to all the other programs and reposition everything around that shared point.



NEVER TAKE THE SHORT CUT
3D Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to modeling in Revit, shortcuts will always punish you later.Model health & quality control results in cleaner geometry, slimmer files, & smoother export processes.Always keep the warning down to zeroOverlapping geometry is the biggest issue when transferring to other programs.This sounds silly, but regularly check the file in 3D. Many of the issues I find are easily spotted by going to a 3D view.



BUILD WITH PURPOSE
3D Modeling

VS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building with purpose(Click) By working backwards, with the purpose of transferring models to the end game, it will change the way you create those components(Click 3Ds Max)You should test the process in 3Ds Max first to see how the file is consumed. I like to import elements by materials.(Click Revit)That means that all materials in Revit should be grouped by a simple naming standardIdentical materials should not be splintering into different offshoots. The less material types you have, the easier it will be to manage later.(Click LOD)Limiting the Level Of Detail in your SD model will also make the file more manageable in 3Ds Max & Unity. (Click Massing)I also find that massing elements have a hard time being read in other programs, so instead, I create a skeleton object with reference edges. Any complex shapes are kept for 3Ds Max.(Click Excel)We stay organized in a live link Excel spreadsheet with time estimate for each element. It’s important to schedule what it would take in separate programs for the same items, that way we can remain flexible depending on everyone’s skill set and availability. 



LEANING ON SKILLS
3D Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leaning on skillsIdentify the tasks people love to do and encourage them to tackle it.Don’t underestimate someone struggling with a program. You can help by scheduling more trainings or changing the assignments around. And Keep experimental tasks for people that are hungry to learn



LINKING / BINDING
Interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linking & Binding3Ds Max directly links to RevitAfter importing the geometry by material type, you can split up the groups later if the objects need a more refined material or if the elements need to move separately from the rest. (Click) Everything is organized and managed in the scene explorer I check for any junk geometry and clear it outThen I apply the standard materials



SKELETON MODELING
Interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Skeleton ModelingAs I mentioned before, I keep the organic shapes for Max because the surfaces render better when modeled there.So I create temporary skeleton geometry in Revit, with clearly defined edges, to reference important point locations. These elements should have their own material to make it easier to manage down the line. The final elements can snap to the desired points and the reference object will be purged before we export. 






TRANSFERRING
Interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transferring When sharing 3D objects, all the non-moving pieces can be exported to the same FBX file, with animations turned off, and Z or Y pointing up based on the receiving program. It’s better to refine materials in the final Unity Scene.If we are creating a 360 Video rendering using The Arnold Renderer, It might be better to create a whole new 3Ds Max project, because this will require a whole new set of Arnold specific materials. With a new scene you can create cameras, apply the Arnold Rendering materials, and set the specific lighting. That camera rendering will be exported as an image sequence and patched together into a video from Adobe Photoshop.



360 VIDEO
Interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making a 360 video The 360 video gives you the ability to look around as if you were on a theme park ride. It doesn’t let you walk around, but it solves the issue of processing power.It can be imported into YouTube for an easily shared VR experience. Google cardboard, Oculus, etc. You can also use it to set up “triggers” in Unity so that the main game lets you walk around freely in the low poly space, then it would trigger the high-definition movie once you pass through a portal. This is how we solved the processing power issue for users that didn’t have high end equipment. 






ANIMATION
Interoperability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 360 Video requires animating the camera on a line-based track connected to the timeline. Then setting the frame rate & keyframes. For animated objects in UnityThey can be set up in a similar fashion using Keyframes on the timeline.Each animated element should be exported individually.We can animate things like: Doors opening, Buttons & menu effects, character rigging, visualizing airflow.Each single element might have multiple input responses that require several animation exports. Those assets can then be coded to play after a specific trigger in Unity.






UNITY PROJECT

Interface & 
Project Setup

Folders & 
Import

Assets & 
Materials

Asset Store & 
PackagesGame Play

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s dive into UnityIt’s a good idea to start developing the infrastructure of your Unity game at the same time or even before the work has started in Revit & MaxHere are the highlights of what I’m going to discuss. 



INTERFACE & PROJECT SETUP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interface & Project SetupYou will first create your project from the HubRemember to research the editor version, it’s not always the case that you want the latest version. Sometimes specific workflows or packages have not yet upgraded or been fully tested yet. (Click) Once opened, you should see this default layout. It is completely customizable, and you can toggle through your saved layouts here. (click)(Click) The scene viewer and game mode are in the middle. This will automatically change, however it’s good to be aware when you’re in game mode(Click) because all your scene development will be lost if the game is running. On the bottom (Click) we have the Project folder that gives you access to everything. This is where we will import and manage all our assets. In here you’ll save your scenes and structure your projects, the more organized the better. This project folder can also be accessed directly on the computer. You can click and drag components directly to this or in the File ExplorerOn the left (Click) we have the active Scene Hierarchy that has all the working assets in this specific game. You click and drag the components, from the various project folders, to copy all the things you’ve developed over time into the game.And then the inspector (Click) gives you the object properties with all it’s adjustable settings. 



FOLDER STRUCTURE & IMPORT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Folder Structure & ImportOver time you build these folders up and re-use a lot of the assets.It’s important to keep these as simple to navigate as possible, (Click) always think of the others that are going to join the project. You’ll thank yourself later when you haven’t been working on a project for a while. With all the initial 3Ds Max setup, your primary importing file type will be an FBX.I organize all my objects into clear material groups, plus any individual components that you will need to select on it’s own in the game.



ASSETS & MATERIALS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assets & MaterialsI like to have a folder for stagnant assets, animated objects, and texture maps.Your materials will need to be remade in Unity, you can transfer image files to this folder, but just plan on losing all the textures from the previous programs.The material set up in 3Ds Max and & Revit should be done to allow you to have the objects organized correctly in Unity.



ASSETS STORE & PACKAGES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asset Store & PackagesThe Asset Store will be an import first step. There are thousands of downloads, both free and paid. From these installations you will be able to see how materials are set up and learn basic tips and tricks from the pre-built assets. Each Package offers a variety of systems that will transform your scenes. For example: (Click) the Oculus XR Plugin provides cameras, controllers, materials, and example scenes that you can copy and paste into your existing projects to prepare it for the final VR export.  Your Package Manager will help you install the latest versions of each oneOnce installed, you can start developing your own creative design off of pre-existing assets.You don’t need to know how to script in order to make something really nice.  



CONNECTING DEVICES & GAME PLAY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connecting the devices & Game playThe Build Settings is the final stage where you choose the platform intended for viewing. You can create a Desktop, Consul, or Web-based executable.I like to use the Oculus.(Click) I don’t have an excellent graphics card, but I was able to run the Oculus Desktop Support & Oculus Developer Hub that connects the hardware via the usb-c.Once connected, you can test run the games directly off the computer. All functionalities will work in the game mode, so you can make sure it’s ready before the final export.This is where you will test to see if all the custom changes have been successful. Once the Oculus is connected, the Build settings for the Android device will appear and it can be adjusted to export the game.(Click) The executable will work as a standalone game if you are using the developer mode on your Oculus account.I will provide useful links from various youtube channels that have helped me get started.Once you understand that workflow, you’ll be able to export the APK’s straight to the headset for onsite presentations, cable free. 



EXAMPLE 
PROJECT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year I worked on a wonderful project for the (Click) Black Artists & Designers GuildIn partnership (click) with the Autodesk FoundationTo develop the Obsidian project:



BADG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Black Artists + Designers Guild (BADG) was founded in 2018 to combat the lack of representation of Black talent and culture in the design industry. The group is comprised of artists, makers and designers, and hosts exhibitions, project collaborations and events tailored toward “fostering the next generation of artists, makers and designers, by working with leaders of institutions, design firms, publications and manufacturers to create an inclusive design culture.”



OBSIDIAN CONCEPT HOUSE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Obsidian Experience was first conceived as a virtual replacement for the show house projects that were getting canceled due to COVID.It evolved into a concept house virtual experience for Black families to reimagine domestic life by setting it a few years into the future - similar to the concept cars that you might see at the car show.The project celebrates the amazing work from the designers in the Guild. It provides a platform for discussions around the issues of representation in design as well as Black domestic life. It has broadened their reach and visibility.Due to a hectic timeframe and unforeseen challenges, we were unable to use Unity as the final output. But because the project had been created with the digital infrastructure to handle rapid change, BADG was quickly able to shift gears and deliver this remarkable project on time.  With digitalization and a strong foundation of work, the immersive experience was able to reach thousands of people to this incredible cause.
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FELIX CAMBOU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again, my Name is Felix Cambou, and I’d like to thank you for your time today. 
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